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The object of this new journal is to provide a medium for the rapid and current com- 
munication of information concerning the applications of computers, (digital, analog, 
and hybrid) and computer programs to the solution of scientific and engineering 
problems related to hydrospace, aerospace and terrestrial structures. 

COMPUTERS & STRUCTURES will be of interest and use to the scientist/engineer 
researcher and practitioner in the academic, governmental, and industrial communities 
in such relevant technical areas as structural mechanics, fluid mechanics and oceano- 
graphy as utilized to establish structural loading, soil mechanics and foundation en- 
gineering, geology and geophysics, and materials science and engineering, including 
fatigue, creep, relaxation, fracture, stress corrosion, etc. Particular attention will 
be devoted to the practical engineering aspects of structural analysis, design and 
optimization. 

COMPUTERS & STRUCTURES will publish authoritative papers on theoretical and 
experimental research and advanced applications of computer programs. When 
appropriate, it will also feature: 

Tutorial papers reviewing a field or fields of computers and/or structures. 
Descriptive type of papers showing what computers are and how they could be 
used to assist the scientist/engineer in designing structures. 
Computer programs described in sufficient detail so as to be usable with minimum 
effort. 
Contributions concerning computer-aided design of structures and structural 
elements. 
Reviews of books and papers published elsewhere, meeting schedules, and other 
such information. 
A section on Education Programs. Relatively short programs will be published 
to demonstrate or augment the material normally found in textbooks or other 
instructional material. Two types of programs will be emphasized: the first where 
the program itself is to be "read" by students and engineers not too well informed 
about computers in order to understand a particular concept or algorithm, or, 
more significantly, to understand the conversion of an informally stated procedure 
into a complete algorithm. The second is a program which may be used as a 
"black box" by students and engineers to produce results which either contribute 
to the students' understanding of a particular concept or trend, or reduce the 
amount of computation needed on his part to achieve a particular objective. 
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Languages of papers 
The language of the Journal is primarily English, but manuscripts submitted in other 
languages are considered at the discretion of the Editor. 

Abstracts 
A summary of each paper is included in English. 

Frequency 
Published quarterly, with four issues comprising one volume with Subject/Author 
index included with last issue in each volume. 

Subscription rates 
Annual subscription ?18.00 $45.00 

Pergamon Press Ltd., Headington Hill Hall 
Oxford OX3 OBW, England 



AN JPfVED METHOD FOR 

NUMERICAL CONFORMAL MAPPING 

USERS GUIDE AND CODE 

JOHN K. HAYES, DAVID K. KAHANER, AND RICHARD C. KELLNER 



Contfortr1 K.'ppini ?nckqe - Users Gaide 

Tie Conforwt MWppltc'Ptckege (CWa) consists or two FVTPI IV sub. 

routines, CffMM rind 11 cellable by the user, and six other pr1s-te sub- 

routines nieeded during th?cnlculation with which the uaer does not inter- 

receo. ir D is- a s1aly coz ected todimensional region with boundVy, L 

of finite lyngth, the user my elect to wt *D contorally onto the unit 

circle with socre arbitrary itter?or point being Tapped onto the origin, or 

he meyap the exterior of D onto the exterior of the unit circle, with 

the.toint et inrinity remaining 4zxd. rt is esauu*d that the user hMs 

a sequence of points in 1D vhose mages in the umit circle are required. 

(In the cne of the exterior pfoblem mntionfd above, the points vill ob- 

viousljy be exterior to D.) The C4P provAdes approxlmtions; to fise ImS 

point by u prlate calls to CCEOGI and. then tq 1r 

Input to the C(P is by dat cards 4od in sm casts user-supplied sub- 

routtn which describe the boundary curve L. Each te mpping prob- 

lea requires a sct of ats c&rds. The .en of eacb set is delimited W one 

blank ewrd 

lbr each.bouMety curn Li, th user mst decIde on * atil of 

Into o or aon amtic. Tb. date card set tm this pz nth coM ists 

of one card fbr e*eh section. Within a section two tv er delsion are 

; 8 jred;;, * 

1. *\{ths *ction or L von P isted by a' liw*Ont ,joining 

its endpointt . ct be itl bAr a pns 

tbroua tW Ints and eoar utarueteU point? Is It mes 


